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Dynamics of neuronal processing in rat
somatosensory cortex
Christopher I. Moore, Sacha B. Nelson and Mriganka Sur
Recently, the study of sensory cortex has focused on the context-dependent evolution of receptive
fields and cortical maps over millisecond to second timescales.This article reviews advances in our
understanding of these processes in the rat primary somatosensory cortex (SI).Subthreshold input
to individual rat SI neurons is extensive, spanning several vibrissae from the center of the receptive
field, and arrives within 25 ms of vibrissa deflection. These large subthreshold receptive fields
provide a broad substrate for rapid excitatory and inhibitory multi-vibrissa interactions. The
‘whisking’ behavior, an ~8 Hz ellipsoid movement of the vibrissae, introduces a context-dependent
change in the pattern of vibrissa movement during tactile exploration.Stimulation of vibrissae over
this frequency range modulates the pattern of activity in thalamic and cortical neurons, and, at
the level of the cortical map, focuses the extent of the vibrissa representation relative to lower
frequency stimulation (1 Hz).These findings suggest that one function of whisking is to reset cortical
organization to improve tactile discrimination. Recent discoveries in primary visual cortex (VI)
demonstrate parallel non-linearities in center-surround interactions in rat SI and VI, and provide a
model for the rapid integration of multi-vibrissa input.The studies discussed in this article suggest
that, despite its original conception as a uniquely segregated cortex, rat SI has a wide array of
dynamic interactions, and that the study of this region will provide insight into the general
mechanisms of cortical dynamics engaged by sensory systems.
Trends Neurosci. (1999) 22, 513–520

A

S FIRST OBSERVED by Woolsey and Van der Loos,
the rodent primary somatosensory cortex (SI)
vibrissa representation contains a map of discrete
layer-IV-cell clusters (‘barrels’) that correlate on a oneto-one basis with the facial vibrissae1 (Fig. 1). Subsequent
studies demonstrated that afferents from the primary
thalamic somatosensory nucleus [the ventral posterior
medial (VPm) nucleus] to layer IV typically terminate
within a barrel3–5, and dendrites of layer-IV neurons tend
to respect barrel boundaries6,7, further reinforcing the
discrete nature of the vibrissa representation. In correspondence with these anatomical features, the initial

electrophysiological studies of the rat SI vibrissa representation emphasized the pointillistic nature of its receptive fields. For example, in the barbiturate anesthetized rat, neurons in a given layer-IV barrel responded
to input from only the somatotopically appropriate
vibrissa8,9.
In contrast to this conception of the projection from
a vibrissa to its cortical barrel as a labeled line, morerecent studies have demonstrated extensive spatial and
temporal integration of sensory input throughout the
depth of rat SI. Over longer timescales (hours to days),
the adult rat SI representation is plastic following

Fig. 1. The correlation between the vibrissae and the rat primary somatosensory cortex (SI) barrels. (A) The lateral surface of the rat’s face
is covered with vibrissae aligned in regularly spaced rows and arcs. These are conventionally labeled by letters (rows) and numbers (arcs).
(B) The barrels, which are clusters of cells in layer IV, form a map of the vibrissae on the rat’s face when viewed in the tangential plane. This
diagram is a reconstruction of the barrels in the rat SI vibrissa representation from a cytochrome-oxidase stained cortex in tangential section.
The light- and dark-gray vibrissae in (A) correspond to the light- and dark-gray barrels in (B). (C) A schematic of a coronal section through the
barrel cortex with corresponding light- and dark-gray barrels. Abbreviations: A, anterior; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior. (B) Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 2.
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Box 1. New techniques for investigating rat SI cortex:
Two relatively new techniques, whole-cell in vivo recording
and intrinsic-signal optical imaging, have improved our
understanding of the the organization and reorganization
of rat somatosensory cortex (SI).
Whole-cell in vivo recording
Whole-cell in vivo recording techniques follow in a long
tradition of in vivo intracellular recording in the mammalian
somatosensory cortex using ‘sharp’ intracellular electrodesa–f.
Using whole-cell recording in vivo, it is possible to achieve the
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non-invasive changes in the pattern of vibrissa input10–14.
Over more rapid timescales (milliseconds to seconds) rat
SI neurons are also influenced by a broad spatial range
of vibrissa input. Recent studies have observed multivibrissa suprathreshold (action potential) receptive
fields in all layers of rat SI (Refs 15–18). Furthermore,
as observed in other sensory cortices19,20, rat SI neurons
reveal significant shifts in receptive-field structure that
are dependent on the spatial and temporal pattern in
which the neuron is stimulated, and on the time poststimulus at which the receptive field is assessed21–25.

Spatial integration and inhibition in rat SI neurons
The cortical substrate for rapid temporal and spatial
integration is the subthreshold receptive field: the EPSPs
and IPSPs that converge on a single SI neuron. Using
intracellular recording techniques in vivo (whole-cell
514
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tight recording relationship that characterizes the whole-cell
recording approach in vitrog (Fig. IA). This configuration between electrode and neuron has several advantages for in vivo
recording. First, it permits superior control of the voltage of the
cell membrane. Second, the whole-cell recording relationship
adds stability to the electrode–neuron connection. Stability
of the recording is a major concern for in vivo intracellular
recording, as several factors, including cortical pulsations with
the heart rate and respiration, present mechanical noise that
is not present in vitro. Using this technique, neurons can be
held for more than 3 h, which permits relatively extensive
receptive-field mapping of the vibrissa fieldh,j. Third, agents
placed in the whole-cell electrode can be diffused discretely
into the cell, allowing for cell-specific block of specific currents, a powerful tool for investigating aspects of local circuit
versus aspects of single-neuron sensory integrationk.
Intrinsic-signal optical imaging
Intrinsic-signal optical imaging has recently been applied
to the investigation of several cortical systems, including the
cat and monkey visual cortexl–o, rat auditory cortexp, human
SI (Refs q,r) and rat SI (Refs s–gg). The basic approach of

Fig. I. Whole-cell in vivo recording and intrinsic-signal optical
imaging in rat somatosensory cortex. (A) The whole-cell recording
relationship is achieved by removing back pressure on the tip of the
electrode when it is resting against the neuronal membrane, forming
a seal of several GV in magnitude (top left). When the membrane is
ruptured (top right), the tight connection between electrode and
membrane is preserved, which provides superior control over the electrical properties of the neural membrane and lends mechanical stability to the connection. Traces are shown for an in vivo recording
prior to rupturing the seal (below, large amplitude voltage changes
resulting from current steps in the presence of the high-resistance seal)
and after rupturing the neuronal membrane (recording of resting
membrane potential at ~255 mV; arrows identify the responses
elicited pre- and post-break-in). (B) The correlation between the location of the peak intrinsic optical signal and the center of the barrels
is robust. As shown in the pseudocolor image, stimulation of the C2
vibrissa causes a localized increase in the intrinsic signal (yellow
pseudocolor indicates maximal optical signal; scale bar, 1 mm). The
peak of optical signal was centered over the histologically defined C2
barrel, which was marked with an electrolytic lesion. The letters mark
the position of the barrel rows, the numbers mark the position of barrel arcs and the red indicates the site of the lesion. Scale bar, 1 mm.
(A) adapted, with permission, from Ref. h, and (B) adapted, with
permission, from Ref. i.

recording24,26 and sharp electrode recording22; see Box 1),
the extent and timecourse of these inputs in the rat
vibrissa representation have been mapped. Subthreshold
receptive fields throughout the depth of the cortex are
large, and incorporate stimuli from two rows and arcs
of vibrissae away from the vibrissae at the center of the
receptive field (Fig. 2)24,26. The neurons in the C3 vibrissa
column, for example, should receive subthreshold input
from 25 or more vibrissae on the rat face24. These inputs
converge on a given neuron within the first 25 ms of
vibrissa deflection24,26. Extensive subthreshold receptive
fields, which have been identified under different anesthetic regimens (urethane24 and sodium pentobarbitol26;
Fig. 2), are present throughout the depth of the cortex,
including layer IV (Refs 24,26), in the three major intrinsic cell firing types [regular-spiking (RS), fast-spiking (FS)
and intrinsically bursting cells]26, and in different regions
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whole-cell in vivo recording and intrinsic-signal optical imaging
intrinsic-signal optical imaging is to measure changes in the
reflectance of light at specific wavelengths as a result of
neural activityx,hh. Many studies of rat SI vibrissa cortex representation have employed changes in the reflectance of
600 nm to 630 nm wavelength light to obtain functional
signali,s,y,z,c–ee,gg: in this range, deoxyhemoglobin absorbs
light more effectively than oxyhemoglobinff,hh. The prevailing view is that when the cortex is activated, oxygen use
increases and the deoxyhemoglobin concentration proximal
to active neurons also increases, resulting in a local darkening
of the cortexhh. This signal is initiated 300–500 ms after the
onset of neural activity and is prominent for approximately
1500 ms (Refs l,x,hh). The primary advantage of intrinsicsignal optical imaging is that it permits imaging of several
square millimeters of rat SI simultaneously, with a spatial
resolution of between 50 mm and 100 mm, making it an ideal
tool to study spatial changes in map or single-vibrissa representations. A second advantage of the intrinsic signal is that
one can image for relatively long periods of time, with an
interim of days between imaging sessionsee. These extended
imaging sessions are possible because the intrinsic signal
does not require toxic voltage-sensitive dyes and because
the images can be taken while leaving a thinned (~100 mm)
skull intacti,z,.
A series of studies has investigated the relationship between
intrinsic optical signal and the underlying anatomy and
physiology of the rat SI vibrissa representation. Frostig and
colleagues were among the first to apply this technique to
the vibrissa representationz,cc–ee,gg, and demonstrated a precise
correlation between the location of the center of the optically
derived vibrissa representation and the anatomical center of
the barrelsz (for a similar example, see Fig. IB). There is also
a strong correlation between the level of neural activity in rat
SI and the amplitude of the hemodynamic intrinsic optical
signal. Petersen et al. varied the amplitude of vibrissa deflection and observed a linear relationship between the mean
level of action potential firing and changes in the strength
of the optical signalbb. This group also observed decreased
signal following multi-vibrissa stimulation, in agreement
with the inhibition that predominates in electrical recording
studiesw. The underlying electrophysiological correlate of the
spatial extent of the intrinsic optical signal is believed to
include a significant contribution from subthreshold neural
activity. In the cat visual cortex, the point-spread of intrinsic
signal is significantly broader than that of suprathreshold
activity, suggesting that subthreshold activity alone can drive
the intrinsic optical responsem,n. Within rat SI, a similar subthreshold spread has been derived by comparing the relative

of the rat SI map (for example, the forepaw representation27). Recent intracellular studies of cat primary
visual cortex (VI) have also observed large subthreshold
receptive fields, with a similar decrease in the strength
of input as a function of distance from the center of
the response28.
Simons and colleagues have studied spatial and temporal integration in rat SI neurons during multi-vibrissa
stimulation, and have found that inter-vibrissa suppression predominates21,22,25,29,30. Comparable results have
also been reported at the level of the cortical map, using
optical imaging techniques that integrate information
over several square millimeters of cortex [intrinsic-signal
optical imaging31 (see Box 1) and voltage-sensitive dyes32;
see also Ref. 33 for similar findings using electricalpotential recordings following stimulation of the thalamus]. By stimulating two vibrissae simultaneously or

amplitude of optical signal in a cortical location with the
relative amplitude of subthreshold inputs (cf. Ref. bb with
Ref. gg).
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in rapid succession, Simons25 observed significant intervibrissa suppression of the action-potential response
over the initial 200 ms post-deflection, with a peak suppression observed between 10 and 20 ms (Refs 25,29;
Fig. 3). These interactions possess the following five
characteristics. First, the strongest suppression is
mediated by the vibrissa with the largest excitatory
component25. Second, the strength of sensory-induced
suppression of the central vibrissa increases with the
number of surround vibrissae stimulated21. Third, the
relative effect of suppression is greatest on smaller
amplitude inputs: disinhibition of the cortex with GABAreceptor antagonists leads to a relatively greater increase
in the amplitude of non-central vibrissa inputs34.
Fourth, VPm neurons show multi-vibrissa suppression
less frequently, suggesting that this phenomenon is
largely mediated intracortically29. Fifth, there is spatial
TINS Vol. 22, No. 11, 1999
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Fig. 2. Intracellular recordings demonstrating convergence of subthreshold input from a large number and a wide spatial extent of
vibrissae in rat somatosensory cortex (SI) neurons. (A) Stimulation
of the B1 (light-gray trace), D1 (dark-gray trace) or D4 (black trace)
vibrissae elicited consistent responses in a layer-IV neuron (645 mm
deep to the cortical surface; left). The receptive field for this neuron is
shown normalized to the peak subthreshold amplitude of the largest
input [produced by the primary vibrissa (PV); right]. In this neuron, all
ten vibrissae tested elicited suprathreshold and subthreshold (two
vibrissae) responses, or exclusively subthreshold (eight vibrissae) responses. (B) The amplitudes of responses elicited by the PV (white circles),
the vibrissae adjacent to the PV (one-away, gray circles), or vibrissae
two-away from the PV (black circles) are shown (n 5 14 neurons and
74 vibrissae). Black bars show the mean amplitude. (C) The average
of the normalized amplitude of rat SI receptive fields (n 5 14 neurons)
is shown as percentage of the PV response. Adapted, with permission,
from Ref. 24.

asymmetry in the organization of inhibitory inputs,
with less inhibitory input from the dorsal vibrissae21,29.
Intracellular recordings from SI neurons illustrate
IPSPs that can account for the key attributes of sensoryinduced suprathreshold-response suppression22,24. As
shown in Fig. 4, inputs from two vibrissae elicit robust
516
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Fig. 3. Suprathreshold activity suppression following deflection of an
adjacent vibrissa. The amplitude of the suprathreshold stimulus-evoked
response following deflection of the principal vibrissa (PV) and a surround
vibrissa, calculated as a percentage of the response elicited by deflection
of the PV alone (broken line), is plotted against the inter-deflection interval. At intervals from 0 to 100 ms, there is a significant decrement in the
amplitude of the response, with a peak at ~20 ms. Responses were
measured from regular-spiking neurons (n 5 33 cells) and error bars are
6 1 SD. Adapted, with permission, from Ref. 29.

IPSPs that predominate within 10 ms of the onset of the
excitatory response, corresponding to the peak of intervibrissa suppression. Mapping the spatial distribution
of inhibitory potentials over the spatio–temporal receptive field reveals that the strongest IPSPs are consistently elicited by the primary vibrissa, predicting the
centered suppression observed in the suprathreshold
receptive field. Furthermore, several vibrissae in any
given neuron elicit inhibitory potentials, which provide
the substrate for the summation of inhibition across
multiple vibrissae22,24. The greater efficacy of inhibition
on less-robust excitatory inputs probably results from a
convergence of factors. Smaller depolarizations are closer
to the threshold for action-potential firing and, therefore, more sensitive to concurrent inhibition. This susceptibility is exacerbated by the timing of these inputs:
smaller depolarizations arrive at longer latency and have
a slower rise time24, which aligns their peak with the
latency of di-synaptic intracortical inhibition29,35. Bias
in the spatial orientation of inhibitory potentials has
not been investigated systematically using intracellular
techniques, although individual neurons have been
observed with asymmetric inhibitory organization22,24
(see, for example, Fig. 4C).
Studies in the rabbit somatosensory cortex by
Swadlow and colleagues36,37 suggest that at the lowest
amplitudes of thalamocortical input, the inhibitory circuitry within a barrel filters the throughput of information from the thalamus to the cortex. Suspected
inhibitory interneurons (SINs) in the layer-IV barrels
are rapidly and synchronously activated at lower amplitudes of thalamocortical stimulation than non-SINs
(Ref. 37). These findings suggest that feed-forward
inhibition will predominate at lower amplitude input
and set a threshold for the effective spread of signal
within a cortical column.
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During active exploration and discrimination, rats
initiate a change in the dynamic context in which perception occurs: the whisking behavior38,39. When rats
rest, their vibrissae are typically still, but when they
explore their environment, they move their posterior
vibrissae at a dominant frequency of ~8 Hz in an ellipsoid fashion40,41. This behavior has several benefits for
perception, as it increases the temporal sampling rate of
contact with a given object and permits the vibrissae
to contact multiple locations on that object in rapid
succession41,42.
Stimulation of individual vibrissae in the frequency
range encompassed by whisking has context-dependent
effects on both individual neurons36,43 and the cortical
map2. In individual layer-IV neurons, increasing the frequency of vibrissa stimulation leads to the adaptation
of RS neurons and, at higher frequencies, FS neurons
(Refs 36,43). At the level of the vibrissa representation,
increasing the frequency of stimulation (5 and 10 Hz)
focuses the projection area of an individual vibrissa
relative to a broader divergence of signal at low frequencies of stimulation (1 Hz; Fig. 5)2. This finding is
predicted by single-unit studies in the monkey SI by
Mountcastle and Powell44, who observed that responses
from the edge of a suprathreshold receptive field could
not follow the high-frequency trains of sensory stimuli
that responses in the center of the receptive field were
able to follow.
Two classes of neural mechanisms that could, alone or
in combination, account for the decrease in peripheral
signal at higher frequencies of vibrissa stimulation are
the loss of subcortical input, and differential engagement
of excitatory and inhibitory circuitry in the cortex. A
subcortical origin for this effect is supported by differences in the thalamocortical input channels to rat SI.
The two principal somatosensory thalamic nuclei, the
VPm and the posterior medial nucleus (POm) of the
thalamus, have different projection patterns and adaptation-response properties. At the cortical depth at which
these rapid frequency-dependent effects were observed
(upper layer IV to lower layer III), VPm neurons project to the barrels3–5 and adapt only mildly, if at all, at
peripheral stimulation frequencies of 5 Hz and 10 Hz
(Refs 45,46). In contrast, at this cortical depth, POm
neurons project to the septae surrounding the barrels,
and adapt substantially at 5 Hz and 10 Hz (Refs 45,47).
The selective sensory adaptation of the POm system
could, therefore, uncouple the center and surround of
the vibrissa representation.
There are three important differences between the circuits subserving intracortical excitation and inhibition
that favor selective engagement of the inhibitory circuitry of the barrels at higher frequencies. First, as described above, RS neurons (which have lower peak firing
rates and are predominantly excitatory neurons) demonstrate sensory adaptation at lower frequencies of vibrissa
stimulation than FS neurons36,43 (which have higher peak
firing rates and are inhibitory interneurons36,48). Second,
excitatory inputs to many putative inhibitory interneurons show enhancement of transmission at these
inter-stimulus intervals49–51, while excitatory inputs to
pyramidal neurons in the neocortex exhibit prominent
frequency-dependent depression52–56. Finally, although
inhibitory synapses on pyramidal neurons exhibit synaptic depression, the frequency-dependent reduction
in the strength of inhibitory input is less prominent
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Fig. 4. The pattern of vibrissa-elicited excitatory and inhibitory subthreshold potentials
mapped over space and time. (A) Depolarizing and hyperpolarizing currents were injected
through the recording electrode into the neuron during deflection of individual vibrissae (the
D2 and D3 vibrissa). Depolarizing current injection reveals prominent IPSPs, caused by deflection of either vibrissa, that are robust within 10 ms post-response onset. (B) Mapping vibrissa
responses during current injection reveals the reversal potentials resulting from vibrissa deflection. The left and right graphs plot the amplitude of the elicited response (y-axis) as a function
of the membrane potential prior to vibrissa stimulation (x-axis) for the D2 (left) and D3 (right)
vibrissae. For elicited responses from both vibrissae, EPSPs occurring 1–3 ms after the onset of
the response (for example, the ~0 mV reversal potential observed following D3 deflection
[black circles and lines in (A) and (B)] are followed at 10–11 ms and 20–21 ms by prominent
IPSPs (the ~260 mV reversal potentials observed by deflection of both vibrissae [gray and
white circles and lines in (A) and (B)]. (C) The amplitude of elicited responses, at a projected
membrane potential of 230 mV, is plotted for a supragranular and an infragranular neuron.
Because 230 mV lies halfway between a purely excitatory (0 mV) and inhibitory (260 mV)
reversal potential, the amplitude and direction (positive, upward gray columns; negative,
downward black columns) of the evoked response provide an estimate of the balance of excitatory and inhibitory current flow. In both neurons, the primary vibrissa (PV) elicits the greatest
excitatory potentials between 1 and 3 ms, and the largest inhibitory potentials between 10 and
11 ms, and between 20 and 21 ms. Inhibition is present, but more variable, in responses elicited
by the surrounding vibrissae. Adapted, with permission, from Ref. 24.
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neighboring inputs. Conversely, in
the resting, non-whisking state,
there is a broader spatial divergence of activity in the cortex.
This divergence of information
might compromise the ability to
segregate inputs (decrease specificity), but would increase sensitivity to input from throughout the
vibrissa field. This state would be
optimal for alerting and orienting the animal to objects that
would then require more-detailed
examination.
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rounding the suprathreshold reFig. 5. Somatotopic mapping of the rat somatosensory cortex (SI) vibrissa map and frequency-dependent focusing of ceptive field modifies the response
the vibrissa representation measured with intrinsic-signal optical imaging. (A) A cortical map of activation following of the center stimulus as a function
stimulation of three individual vibrissae (the C3, C2 and C1) is shown. Height and pseudo-color indicate increased optical
of the contrast of the central input,
signal change, measured as a percentage of the baseline condition. Responses represent the mean percent signal change,
and also as a function of the simias compared with a no-stimulation condition, averaged over 30 trials of stimulation. Signal was sampled during the period
500–2000 ms post-onset of a 5 Hz, 2 s train of single-vibrissa stimulation. (B) Stimulation at 5 and 10 Hz results in a larity between center and surround
62–66
. When the stimulus premore-restricted spread of cortical optical signal than stimulation at 1 Hz. Activity was calculated by centering a series inputs
sented
to the center of the supraof concentric rings on the peak activation region within a cortical map and summing activity under each ring. In both
threshold receptive field is nil or
(A) and (B), distance refers to distance within the cortex. (B) was adapted, with permission, from Ref. 2.
of low contrast, then high-contrast
than the frequency-dependent reduction in excitatory stimuli presented to the surround enhance the response
in the center of the receptive field; conversely, when
input57,58 (see Ref. 59 for a review).
the central input is of high contrast, then stimulation
Perceptual implications of context-dependent
of the surround will effectively inhibit the central redynamics for whisking
sponse67,68. If the surround stimulus (typically a grating)
Given the importance of whisking in active discrimi- has the same orientation as the center stimulus, there
nation, how do the cortical dynamics described above is relatively greater facilitation and suppression of the
contribute to perception? This article proposes that center response, whereas other orientations are less
whisking versus non-whisking represents a specificity effective64,67,69.
versus sensitivity trade-off in the processing of percepThe contrast-dependent relationships between center
tual input. During whisking, there is an increase in the and surround described for the visual cortex provide a
frequency of vibrissa movement and in the contact of set of hypotheses for multi-vibrissa integration in rat
multiple vibrissae with an object at rapid (,200 ms) SI cortex. The primary prediction is shown in Fig. 6;
inter-contact intervals. As described above, contact with specifically, when large-amplitude stimuli are presented
multiple vibrissae at rapid inter-stimulus intervals will to the primary vibrissa, there should be a net inhibitory
effectively summate inhibition within the cortex21, effect produced by surround-vibrissa stimulation on this
which will differentially suppress smaller surrounding response. Conversely, when large-amplitude stimuli are
inputs and amplify the relative signal strength from the presented to only the surround vibrissae, there should
center of the barrel24,34. As Simons and colleagues have be a net excitatory effect in a given neuron. These mostproposed, one important purpose of the predominantly extreme predictions are met in rat SI. As described in
inhibitory barrel circuitry might be to increase the a previous section, when simultaneous drive for both
spatial contrast of central versus adjacent vibrissa the center and surround vibrissae is high, multi-vibrissa
input in the barrel29,30,60,61. Similarly, high-frequency inhibition results21,22,25,29,30. In contrast, when the drive
vibrissa stimulation narrows the spread of cortical sig- in the center of a vibrissa receptive field is nil, stimunal beyond the center of the barrel2. When the whisk- lation of adjacent surround vibrissae typically elicits a
ing rat is palpating objects, these lateral spatial and smaller, consistent response14–17. Recent work by
frequency-dependent interactions should combine to Ghazanfar and Nicolelis23 has demonstrated summation
produce a more-focused vibrissa representation. This of these surround excitatory effects. Stimulation of three
more-focal representation might, in turn, correspond surround vibrissae in a row or arc leads to a significant
to a decreased sensitivity to less-robust non-primary increase in the spread of input over a population of
inputs and a greater relative signal from the primary neurons, while stimulation of individual vibrissae elicits
vibrissa, which would improve the contrast between a lesser response.
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Specific patterns of spatio–temporal interactions:
moving stimuli
When similarity is distributed in time, that is, when a
discrete stimulus is moving through the vibrissa field,
the angle of vibrissae deflection forms a relevant stimulus feature. Simons has provided evidence that the coherence of direction of movement modulates evoked
responses differentially25. Sets of vibrissae deflected as
if receiving a movement (that is, deflected in sequential
order and at the same angle of vibrissa deflection) were
more likely to demonstrate suprathreshold-response
facilitation or disinhibition than other multi-vibrissa
combinations, which typically cause inhibition. There
are two components to this type of motion: the order
of vibrissa deflection and the angle of deflection. The
spatial orientation of subthreshold excitatory and inhibitory regions within the spatio–temporal receptive
field described above (Fig. 4C) provides insight into
tuning for the order of deflection: asymmetry in the
structure of inhibitory subfields should lead to a relative
enhancement of directions of movement originating in
vibrissae that demonstrate minimal inhibition, while
producing an inhibition of directions of movement
that engage inhibitory subregions of the receptive field
initially. Furthermore, the temporal organization of
subthreshold subfields implies velocity tuning for the
movement of a stimulus through the receptive field. A
deflection order and rate that produces temporal convergence of excitatory and inhibitory inputs should
suppress moving input maximally, while rates that
align excitatory inputs, or stagger the peak of excitation
and inhibition, will be facilitated or suppressed less
effectively.
The second component of multi-vibrissa movement
selectivity, the correlated orientation of angular tuning
across multiple vibrissae, has not been examined with

Center vibrissa

Amplitude of response

The parallels in rapid integration demonstrated by SI
and VI neurons suggest that this type of control over
the relative level of enhancement or suppression of the
neural response is a general feature of cortical dynamics.
During conditions of absent or impoverished central
input, the cortex acts to amplify surround signals; during conditions of more-robust input, cortical circuitry
acts to improve discrimination. Such segregation is likely
to characterize the early perceptual events associated
with object detection and discrimination (see Ref. 66 for
a computational model of these principles as applied
to VI). Within the visual cortex, these center-surround
interactions have primarily been documented in the
supragranular layers and are believed to be maintained
by horizontal intracortical connectivity66: the predominance of inhibitory circuitry in the barrels suggests that
the proposed dynamics might also occur in SI through
integration in non-granular layers. It is not currently
known whether differences in the similarity of center
and surround inputs influence the responses of SI neurons differentially, as they do in area VI. Two stimulus
dimensions along which similarity could influence the
effect of surround stimulation are: (1) the frequency of
the stimulus and (2) the angle of simultaneous vibrissa
deflection across several vibrissae. Differences in frequency or direction of vibrissa deflection would imply
the presence of change within a stimulus space, such as
transition to a surface of different roughness (frequency
difference), or a non-uniform region along a stimulus
edge (angle-of-deflection difference).

Center + surround
vibrissae

Amplitude of center vibrissa input
trends in Neurosciences

Fig. 6. A general model of the influence of surround-vibrissa input
on the response elicited by the central vibrissa in rat somatosensory
cortex (SI), based on findings in the primary visual cortex (VI).
Center–surround interactions in the visual system66 predict the following general model of center–surround interactions in rat SI. When the
surround vibrissae are deflected without the center vibrissa (gray arrow,
gray line), the net effect should be excitatory and a small suprathreshold response will be generated. Conversely, when surround vibrissae are
deflected in the presence of strong central input (black arrow, gray
line), the response to the central vibrissa should be inhibited relative to
the signal generated by deflection of the central vibrissa in isolation
(black line). These predictions have been substantiated in rat SI (Refs
14–17,23,25).

intracellular mapping techniques, though Carvell and
Simons22 have demonstrated that different angles of
deflection of the same vibrissa elicit distinct patterns
of EPSPs and IPSPs.

Motor activity and context-dependent interactions
Motor activity might also have an important role in
the context-dependent processing of somatosensory
input, especially given the importance of the whisking
behavior to active tactile perception. In support of this
connection, Shin and Chapin70 have shown the suppression of somatosensory responses in rat SI and VP
during movement. Similarly, Castro-Alamancos and
Connors71 have demonstrated the diminution of the
‘augmenting response’, a form of paired-pulse facilitation observed in rat sensorimotor cortex following
electrical stimulation of the ventrolateral nucleus of
the thalamus, during active exploration. An important
question in this area of research is whether motor activity modulates SI activity as a function of the sensory
input generated or as an internally generated ‘efference
copy’. Fee et al.72 have correlated the firing of rat SI neurons with the phase and amplitude of whisking movements. These authors observed that during unilateral
blockade of the facial motor nerve, the phase-related
activity of SI neurons was absent, suggesting that it is
mediated by sensory input, but that amplitude-related
modulation of the signal was maintained, suggesting
that it results from a central mechanism. Nicolelis et al.73
have also observed correlated 7–12 Hz oscillations within
SI immediately prior to whisker twitching, a finding
that provides further evidence for internally generated,
motor-related signals in the SI vibrissa representation.

Concluding remarks
Rat SI cortex is often considered a ‘model’ system for
the study of cortical organization because of the anatomical labels of somatotopic position: the barrels. The
research reviewed in this article suggests that the study
TINS Vol. 22, No. 11, 1999
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of rat SI will also provide insight into general mechanisms of cortical dynamics. Rapid spatial and temporal
integration is prominent in rat SI neurons, and is potentially important for the processes of tactile perception.
Furthermore, the regulation of context-dependent enhancement and suppression as a function of the strength
of input to the center and surround, might be a general
feature of cortical processing.
An important set of questions with respect to cortical
dynamics in rat SI is what stimulus features (for example,
direction of motion) can be encoded as more-complex
functions of space and time. Addressing these questions
will require the use of stimuli that engage multiple
vibrissae in complex patterns, such as the reverse correlation approaches that have yielded important insights
in other species and cortical areas recently17,18,74. Additionally, establishing the broader significance of context will require studies in different behavioral states,
using awake behaving models71–73 and using techniques
that examine sensory integration at several levels of organization, including the intracellular and multi-columnar
(see Box 1).
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